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THE KINEMATIC DYNAMIC STRUCTURE OF EFFECTIVE GIANT SWINGS BACKWARD
PRIOR TO DIFFICULT DISMOUNTS AND FLIGHT ELEMENTS ON HORIZONTAL BAR AND
UNEVEN BARS
Klaus Knoll
Institute for Applied Training Science, Leipzig, Germany
The purpose of this study was to investigate into the kinematic dynamic structure of
dismount giant swings backward executed effectively on horizontal bar and uneven bars.
The functional dependence of angular momentum, vertical velocity and reaction force of the
bar and their relation with the beat leg swing were demonstrated. A double peak in the force
curve with physically determined intervals of the maximums is typical. The position of the 1st
maximum, the so-called hang, determines the kind of dismount (before or over the bar) and
the effectiveness of leg swing. On the uneven bars, a too late hang is a frequent mistake. A
leg swing with only a low degree of efficiency and a small height in the dismount result from
this. The learning time for difficult dismounts and flight elements can be shortened by
feedback about the 1st force maximum in the dismount giant swing.
KEY WORDS: high bar, uneven bars, dismount giant swings, bar force, angular
momentum

INTRODUCTION: Giant swings prior to dismounts and flight elements are executed with a
specific technique. In this context they are accelerated elements and only have approximately ¾
turn. These giant swings have the goal to supply a high amount on kinetic energy for the
dismount or the flight element. That is the basis for a big flight height and for the required turns
around the body axes.
Elite male gymnasts and an increasing number of elite female gymnasts execute the dismount
giant swings backward at the horizontal bar and uneven bars with a technique, that was created
by the Chinese gymnast Tong Fei in the eighties. We call this technique Tong Fei Technique in
accordance with the F.I.G. custom. Others use the terms Power Technique (Arampatzis &
Brüggemann, 1999) or Scooped Technique (Yeadon, 1998). Khorkina executed her dismount
giant swing as the first female gymnast with this technique in 1995.
Previous investigations for giant swings were above all concerned with energetic problems (for
example Arampatzis & Brüggemann, 1999). In connection with force measurements only the
maximum forces were interpreted (Kopp & Reid, 1980; Hay, Putnam & Wilson, 1979). We
attempted to answer the question, which importance the force time structure has for an effective
execution of the giant swing backward. Another important question dealt with the mechanical
relationships during the upswing to the dismount or flight element. In what a way does the
optimization of the rotation and translation parts become possible?
METHODS: Video recordings (50 f/s) and horizontal bar respectively uneven bars dynamometers (500 Hz) were used synchronously in order to collect kinematic and dynamic data during
the 1994 and 1997 World Gymnastics Championships in Dortmund and Lausanne with
confirmation of the F.I.G. The dynamometers, working with the principle of electric strain
measurement, were installed to original gymnastic apparatuses with in co-operation with Spieth
company (Knoll, Drenk & Krug, 1996). They were calibrated considering change of the gripping
point on the bar, variable chain tension and stake position. The video recordings were analyzed
with Drenk‘s (1994) 2D-photogrammetric procedure. Angular momentum (L) about the
transversal axis, vertical velocity (vy) of the center of mass (CM) and apparatus reaction forces
(F) served as main parameters. The angular momentum was calculated with the procedure by
Hay et al. (1977) and related to unified body height and body mass values.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: (1) During giant swings prior to dismounts and flight elements
the angular momentum achieves a maximum of approximately 100 Nms after the vertical due to
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the leg beat action (figure 1, lower graphs). The maximum angular momentum of the giant
swing (max LGS) is always bigger than the salto angular momentum (LS):
max LGS > LS.
This biomechanical mechanism is valid in artistic gymnastics for all preparing elements (PE)
prior to dismounts and flight elements on horizontal bar and uneven bars but also on parallel
bars, floor, vault and rings. It includes the known reduction of the angular momentum of
preparing elements in upswing (hang apparatuses as horizontal bar or uneven bars), push-off
(vault) or take-off (floor, balance beam) to dismounts and flight elements (compare Knoll, 1993;
L S LPE < 1
1995). It is generally valid:

Fedorchenko (KAZ), WC’97, double salto bwd. stretched with 3 turns

Khorkina (RUS), WC’97, Tsukahara tucked
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Figure 1 - Giant swing prior to dismount on horizontal bar and uneven bars –
kinegram, bar force, angular momentum and vertical velocity of CM.
A transformation of translation into rotary motion occurs in further upswing. The angular
momentum is reduced and the vertical velocity increases (figure 1). In addition the height of
release is increased. That is an important sequence of events during the upswing. Therefore the
take-off does not occur at the moment of the maximum angular momentum respectively the
maximum angular velocity, as one would expect. This is due to the fact that the vertical velocity
is still too small. The result would be a too small flight height. In this short movement section
from maximum angular momentum up to release, essential control movements occur for the
dismount or the flight element. The female gymnast and the male gymnast above all use the
shoulder joint angle for optimization of angular momentum and vertical release velocity. At
stretched double saltos which
require a big angular momentum, the optimization occurs in the
Release
direction of a bigger angular momentum more andRegrasp
less of a high vertical
Release release velocity. This
technique is characterized by minimum closing the shoulder joint angle and often also hip joint
angle. At tucked max1
double
and
triple saltos which require a smaller angular momentum, the
F
max2 F
max1 F max2 F
optimization occurs moremax1inF the direction of a high vertical release velocity
and less of a big
max2 F
Release
Release
∆T = 0.32
angular momentum. That
iss achieved
by opening the shoulder
angle. (2) Giant swings
∆T = 0.32joint
s
max1 F
max2 F
prior to dismounts and flight elements
show a double peak in the force time course (see Figure
st
1, upper graphs). The 1 force maximum (max1 F) is created in the down swing by the marked
transition into an arched posture and is designated in connection with the traditional technique
as "hang". It coincides with the angular momentum maximum. The 2nd force maximum (max2 F)
is the result of beat leg swing. It shows the bigger value and amounts to the 8 fold body weight
at the horizontal bar and the 5½ fold body weight at the uneven bars. It is interesting that, in the
case of effective sports technique, the temporal distance of the force maxima corresponds to
the natural period of oscillation of the system bar and gymnast or comes close to it. That means
the leg beat swing is implemented as a resonant vibration. The natural period of oscillation,
determined in vibration tests, ranged from 0,27 to 0,37 s, depending on body mass and chain
tension. It is known that great effects (amplitudes of vibration) can already be achieved with
small strength Figure
values at
The double
peaks occur
moregiant
markedly:
2 -resonance.
Hang positions
(force maxima)
during
swingon the horizontal
bar compared to the uneven
bars
(because
of
the
lower
bar),
at
Tong
Fei
prior to Tsukahara and Kovacs (Xiao Junfeng technique compared
to the traditional technique(CHN),
and during
giant swing backward compared to giant swing forward
WC’97).
(caused by anatomical conditions). At Tong Fei technique and giant swing backward the
gymnasts perform closer to the natural period. The force maxima are about one time body
weight (BW) bigger in the case of the Tong Fei technique. A greater energy storage in the
gymnastic apparatus means that the gymnast can use this for the dismount (Arampatzis &
Brüggemann, 1999). (3) Considering the preceding giant swings on the horizontal bar for
dismounts and flight elements we found different spatial positions of the force maxima when
these elements were performed before resp. over the bar. During giant swings prior to Kovacs
and Hoffmann the double peak appears later compared to a giant swing prior to Tsukahara (see
figure 2). However, this fact does not alter the fact that the temporal distance of the force
maximums corresponds to the vibration period – an effective sports technique presupposed. (4)
Preparation giant swing plays a role in learning difficult dismounts and flight elements. At the
horizontal bar the position of the double peak of reaction force is not stable at the beginning of
the learning process. The time difference between the force maxima does correspond
approximately with the vibration period, but the spatial position of the maxima is not correct. For
safety, the gymnast executes the 1st force maximum, the hang, too soon preceding the
Tsukahara and too late before the Kovacs. With a computer-aided measuring unit, equipped
with video and apparatus dynamometer (Knoll, 1999), information was given about the 1st force
maximum in training. With this feedback we shortened the learning time. (5) At the uneven
bars, many female gymnasts perform the hang late. After passing the lower bar the active
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stretching into the arched posture is missing.
Often there is only a single force maximum close
to the vertical and it is hardly possible to execute
a beat leg swing (see Figure 3). The angular
momentum cannot be increased.

CONCLUSIONS: The two peak reaction force
indicates an effective leg swing generating a high
amount of kinetic energy. The precondition to
form the two peaks of the reaction force is the
generation of the 1st force maximum by turning
Figure 3 - Giant swing prior to actively into the arched posture. A condition for it
dismount on uneven bars – kinegram is the preceding “scooped” upswing with passing
and bar force with only a force of the perpendicular in slightly bent posture. At
the horizontal bar, the extreme Tong Fei skill
maximum.
(strong flexion in shoulder and hip joint) does not
need to be applied. Technical solutions with harmonious over-swinging the handstand position
and greater joint angles are possible. At the uneven bars, the Tong Fei skill is useful especially
for taller female gymnasts. For faster dismount giant swings the hang has to be performed
earlier, i. e. the 1st force maximum must be reached earlier. That is necessary because the
sector between the 1st and 2nd maximum is passed in a shorter time due to the fixed position of
the 2nd maximum. For dismount giant swings forward the same functional relationships (double
peak) apply. The anatomical conditions (joint barrier in the shoulder joint) limit the effects.
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